
The Ivalo Collection
Luxury LED Pendants and Sconces



The Ivalo Collection

Smart customers. Smart choices.  
Smart design marries creative vision with progressive 
technology. Guided by this principle, Ivalo products  
aim to be functional, high-quality aesthetic solutions  
for every type of inhabitable space. 

Form and function
Ivalo fixtures are designed as architectural elements  
that are solutions to design problems. Each dimension 
and aspect of the form—including the canopy—is 
carefully considered.

Quality and service 
Ivalo products are assembled in America with 
exceptional attention to detail (see page 4), and with our 
available quick-ship program can be delivered in two 
weeks. 

For showrooms, representatives, and sales see our 
website atlutron.com/ivalo, or give us a call  
at 610.282.7472.
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Value
Ivalo fixtures can enliven your space for a fraction of  
the cost per square foot of other modernist architectural 
elements, such as:

Features Cost ($/s.f.)

 0  20 40  60  80  100  120  140  160
 | | | | | | | | |

 
Furnishings–conference room ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Millwork |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Furnishings–lobby |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Exterior awning (12”) |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Stone floor ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Exterior granite ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

2 Aliante 5' exterior sconces |||||||||||||||||||||

4 Aliante 5' interior sconces |||||||||||||||||

3 L’ale pendants |||||||||||||||||

4 L’ale sconces |||||||||
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Above: L’ale pendant with Matte 
Titanium finish (see pg. 18)
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The Ivalo Collection
Extraordinary attention to detail

No weld marks Premium automotive finishes

No mounting hardware Precision machined edges

Power and structural cable Perfectly formed corners
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Above: Daedalus pendant with Matte Titanium finish 
at Klein residence, San Francisco, CA (see pg. 14)
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 Ivalo’s LED 
collection

All families are available with LED-powered 
pendants and/or sconces

Ivalo's LED fixtures are compelling architectural forms 
that consume a fraction of the wattage used by traditional 
light sources. Aliante, Rotare and L'ale families is standard 
with high quality 95 CRI (typical) LED's while Silvus and 
Inflection are available in various LED colors (white, amber, 
red, green, and blue).

Above: Inflection interior sconces with white, 
blue, and green LEDs (See pg. 16)
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Top: L'ale LED pendant (See pg. 19)
Bottom: Rotare LED pendant (See pg. 23)

Above: Aliante 4' LED pendant and  
4' LED sconce (see pgs. 8 & 10)
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Above: Aliante 4' pendant in conference 
room area in a gallery

 The Aliante
family

Designed by 
Stefano Casciani

An elegant nautically inspired minimalist form that 
harmonizes with most architectural styles. The Aliante 
family includes pendants and sconces in a variety of 
sizes and finishes, for indoor and outdoor use.
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Aliante 
pendants

4' and 5' long with direct/indirect or indirect light only, 
suspended by Ivalo’s i-wire power cable. For use in 
ballrooms, private offices, over conference room tables, 
reception desks, dining tables, and kitchen islands.

Above: Aliante 4' LED pendants, top: Clear 
Anodized with clear grille; bottom: Black Anodized

Above: Aliante 4' LED pendants, top: Lapis automotive 
paint with frosted grille; bottom: Clear Anodized
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FOR
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Aliante 
exterior/interior sconces

4' and 5' long, available in direct/indirect and indirect 
light only. For interior use in lobby spaces and for 
interior or exterior use between windows, flanking 
doors, and on columns.

Above: 5' indirect exterior sconces 
with Bronze powder coat finish
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Above: 4' and 5' indirect and direct/indirect interior 
LED sconces with Matte Titanium finish
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Aliante 
exterior/interior demi sconces

21" long, available direct/indirect and indirect 
light only; and 27" long, indirect only. For use on 
any wall, flanking doors and elevators, between 
windows, and on columns.

Above: Exterior Aliante 27" sconce, 
indirect, with a silver powder coat finish
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Above: Aliante 21" interior demi sconces, 
direct and direct/indirect

Clear anodized Ebony Lapis Arctic White

Flame Pearl Graphite Titanium
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Above: Daedalus pendant at Klein 
residence, San Francisco, CA

 Daedalus Designed by Audi Design 
Center, California

The fixture is organized around two delicate 
curving lines described by the ribs of the central 
helix. The feathery quality of the glass blades 
inspired the name: Daedalus.
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Daedalus 
pendant

5' long with a 17" wide glass-and-aluminum helical 
structure, direct light, suspended by aircraft cable from 
a 22" wide disk. Designed for use in ballrooms, lobbies, 
atriums, reception areas, galleries, and restaurants. 

Above: Daedalus pendant with 
Matte Titanium finish
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Above: Inflection LED sconce 
with Matte Titanium finish

 Inflection Designed by 
Winka Dubbeldam

Inflection is a compelling form for spaces of 
encounter—lobbies, foyers, restaurants, reception 
areas, and retail spaces—which can be used alone 
or in sculptural combinations, depending on the 
scale and intensity of the room.
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Inflection 
interior sconce

23" long, indirect light only, sculptural form for 
use singly or in clusters. For use in ballrooms, 
lobbies, atriums, foyers, conference rooms, and 
reception areas.

Above: Inflection sconce with 
Matte Titanium finish
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 The L’ale
family

Designed by 
William Pedersen

L’ale began with the evocative gesture of two 
hands held wide open. It was designed to be hung 
singly or in multiples at uniform height, creating the 
spatial intimacy of a room within a room—winged 
elements animating space. 

Above: L’ale pendants in a hallway at the Ross School 
of Business at the University of Michigan
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L’ale 
pendant

4' 8" long, direct/indirect light, suspended by Ivalo’s 
i-wire power cable. Designed for use singly or in 
multiples at the same or varying heights in ballrooms, 
lobbies, atriums, private offices, and over conference 
room tables and reception desks. 

Above: L’ale LED pendant 
with Matte Titanium finish
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L’ale 
interior sconce

27" long, direct/indirect light only. For use on walls, 
flanking doors, and between windows and elevators.

Above: L’ale LED sconce 
with Matte Slate finish
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Above: L’ale LED sconces 
with Matte Slate finish
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 The Rotare
family

Designed by 
Lewis.Tsurumaki.Lewis

The sculptural form, created by rotating ruled 
surfaces that sweep from a vertical at the 
ends to a horizontal in the center, makes for a 
dynamic element that changes its appearance 
when viewed from different angles.

Above: Rotare pendants with Gloss Titanium finish in lobby 
of McGuire Woods/Van Etten (design: HOK Los Angeles)
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Rotare 
pendant

4' 4" long, direct/indirect light, suspended 
by Ivalo’s i-wire power cable. For use over 
conference room tables, reception desks, 
private offices, and lobbies.

Above: Rotare LED sconces 
with Matte Titanium finish
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Rotare 
interior sconce

4' long, indirect light only, which functions as a 
cove light with a dynamic form that is mounted at 
a lower height than the ceiling. For use in lobbies 
and private offices. 

Above: Rotare LED sconce with 
Gloss Titanium finish.
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Above: Rotare LED sconce with Gloss Titanium finish.  
With junction box cover panel, top; and without, bottom
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Above: Silvus30 sconce single 
units. LED color: Blue

 The Silvus
family

Designed by 
Roger Duffy

Inspired by the optical effects of water and 
light in the forest, Silvus evokes the gentle 
motion of water across foliage and the qualities 
of light filtered through the forest canopy. 
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Silvus24, Silvus30
exterior/interior sconce

24" or 30" tall, direct/indirect light  for use indoors or 
outdoors. Can be used in a wide range of applications—
single unit, group, or field. 

sconce in 1, 2, and 3-unit high configurations. 
LED: various colors created from RGB LEDs.

Above left: Silvus24 exterior/interior sconce in 1, 2, and 3-unit 
high configurations. Above right: Silvus30 interior/exterior 
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** Triangular cover panel
not needed with horizontal rectangular junction boxes.

* Please reference specification sheets for information on lamp
wattage and number of lamps. Fluorescent and MR11 lamps are not included. 

The Ivalo Collection
Product overview

Pendants

Sconces (exterior & interior)

Sconces (interior only)

Product Aliante Daedalus L’ale Rotare

Light orientation Direct/indirect or indirect only Direct/indirect Direct/indirect Direct/indirect
Length 4' and 5' 5' 56" 4'
Lamp* LED LED, Halogen MR11 low-voltage LED LED
LED Color Temperature 2700K, 3000 K, and 3500K selected* 2700K, 3000 K, and 3500K 2700K, 3000 K, and 3500K
LED Color Rendering 95 CRI (typical) selected* 95 CRI (typical) 95 CRI (typical)
Dimming 1% 1%(Halogen), non dim (LED) 1% 1%

Product Aliante Demi Inflection L’ale Rotare**

Light orientation Direct/indirect or indirect only Indirect only Direct/indirect Indirect only
Length 21" and 27" 23" 27" 4'
Lamp* LED LED LED LED

LED Color Temperature 2700K, 3000 K, and 3500K
White, Amber, Red, Green, Blue, 
Color-changing

2700K, 3000 K, and 3500K 2700K, 3000 K, and 3500K

LED Color Rendering 95 CRI (typical) NA 95 CRI (typical) 95 CRI (typical)
Dimming 1% 1% 1% 1%

Product Aliante Demi Aliante Silvus

Light orientation Indirect only Direct/indirect or indirect only Direct/indirect
Length 27" 4' and 5' 24" and 30"
Lamp* LED LED LED
LED Color Temperature 2700K, 3000 K, and 3500K 2700K, 3000 K, and 3500K RGB, Color-changing

LED Color Rendering 95 CRI (typical) 95 CRI (typical) NA

Dimming 1%, non dim 1%, non dim See specification sheet
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Above: Aliante 5' LED pendant 
with Gloss Copper finish
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The Ivalo Collection
Colors and finishes

Legend: ◉	 Standard color option	 ◎	 Special color option	 ⦻	 Not available

Exterior/interior Interior Interior

Finish type: Powder coat

Standard                     Special

Automotive paint (available in Gloss and Matte)

Standard                                      Special 

Brushed

Special

Silver

(PS)

Metallic 
Silver 
(PM)

Bronze 

(PB)

Titanium 

(GT/MT)

Graphite 

(GG/MG)

Slate 

(GS/MS)

Copper 

(GC/MC)

Flame 

(GF/MF)

Lapis 

(GL/ML)

Ebony 

(GE/ME)

Arctic 
White 
(GA/MA)

Pearl 
White 
(GP/MP)

Clear 
Anodized
(AN)

Black
Anodized
(AB)

Aliante
pendant ◎ ◎ ◎ ◉ ◉ ◉ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎

interior sconce ◎ ◎ ◎ ◉ ◉ ◉ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎

exterior sconce ◉ ◉ ◎ ⦻ ⦻ ⦻ ⦻ ⦻ ⦻ ⦻ ⦻ ⦻ ⦻ ⦻

L'ale
pendant ⦻ ⦻ ⦻ ◉ ◉ ◉ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ⦻ ⦻

interior sconce ⦻ ⦻ ⦻ ◉ ◉ ◉ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ⦻ ⦻

Silvus
interior sconce ◉ ◉ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ⦻ ⦻

exterior sconce ◉ ◉ ◎ ⦻ ⦻ ⦻ ⦻ ⦻ ⦻ ⦻ ⦻ ⦻ ⦻ ⦻

Daedalus
pendant ⦻ ⦻ ⦻ ◉ ◉ ◉ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ⦻ ⦻

Rotare
pendant/sconce ⦻ ⦻ ⦻ ◉ ◉ ◉ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ⦻ ⦻

Inflection
interior sconce ⦻ ⦻ ⦻ ◉ ◉ ◉ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ◎ ⦻ ⦻
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Ivalo LED sconces. Clockwise from top left:  
5' Aliante, L'ale, Silvus field, and Inflection
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